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	 Your paper begins on second page. On your cover page, you should have your 

paper’s title, your name, the date the paper is due, and your class title and period. 

Lines should be double-spaced. Do not press enter in between each line. Simply type 

your paper, and when you’re finished, select all text and find the line spacing setting. 

Once you do, set it to “2” or “double.” Please indent new paragraphs. Use a standard 

font such as Times/Times New Roman, Arial, etc…


	 Do not skip an extra line or two when moving on to another paragraph. Just 

enter down once and indent as you see here. Please number each of your pages in the 

upper right as well by adding a header. The type of numbering does not matter, so long 

as it’s there. On the last page, you will have a bibliography where you provide a list of 

all the sources you consulted in the paper.  Prior to submitting, please check the rubric 

posted on my website one more time to make sure you have met all requirements. The 

rubric is under the “Week 7” column in the language arts section of the e-Learning tab 

on my website.


	 If you are doing a speech, you need to ensure that you submit on Flipgrid. The 

link to Flipgrid is on my website under the language arts section on the e-Learning tab 

of my website. The code for language arts is: snyder0860. Once you get to the Flipgrid, 

it is set up to give you 15 minutes to present your information. You are only required to 

do 4-5 minutes. 
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Sources (you were to have a minimum of 5)


Sample Source 1


Sample Source 2


Sample Source 3


Sample Source 4


Sample Source 5


